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Code performance

● Profiling

● benchmarking



Profiling
● Examine code to determine sections running slow. 
● Samples the “call stack” at regular intervals. by examining these samples, 

determine which functions are taking up the largest amount of time.

Line profiling,
Memory profiling,
etc

library(profvis);

profvis({
...
Some_slow_code();
...
})



benchmarking
● test and compare the speed of functions.
● try out several different function versions, using benchmark to compare them. 

library(microbenchmark);

compare <- microbenchmark(f1(vals), f2(vals));

compare;

## Unit: microseconds

##      expr   min     lq     median     uq     max   neval

##  f1(vals) 958.2 1064.2 1220.5 1795.7 11595  1000

##  f2(vals) 219.8  243.7  271.4    379.4  1370   1000



Hands-on!



Let’s optimize

● Compiling functions

● Pre-allocating memory

● Vectorization

● Standard and internal functions



Compiling functions
● R code is interpreted.
● R has compiling ability, can speed up functions by a factor or 3 or 4.
● Compiling functions just requires calling cmpfun()

library(compiler);

f <- function(n, x) for (i in 1:n) x = (1 + x)^(-1);

g <- cmpfun(f);

options=list(optimize=3)
‘optimize’ specifies the optimization level, an integer from ‘0’ to ‘3’



Pre-allocating memory
● R is bad at continually re-sizing objects, it makes an extra copy of the object 

each time.
● Don’t append to vectors or lists.
● Make an empty object of the correct size first, then fill.
● The apply family of functions pre-allocates automatically.

results <- c();
for (i in 1:n) {
    results <- c(results, f(i));
}

results <- vector(length=n);
for (i in 1:n) {
    results[i] <- f(i);
}



Vectorization
● R is good at matrix/vector algebra.
● Most base R functions are designed to handle vectors as well as scalars.
● Note: Using apply functions is not really vectorization.

for (i in 1:3) {
    x[i] <- x[i]+1;
}

for (i in 1:3) {
    res[i] <- x[i]+y[i];
}

x <- x+1;

res <- x+y;



Standard and internal functions
● R has several optimized functions implemented.
● Explore R .Internal() functions.

benchmark these:

x_mean <- 0;
for (i in x) {
    x_mean <- x_mean+i;
}
x_mean <- x_mean/length(x);

mean(x); sum(x)/length(x); .Internal(mean(x));



Hands-on!



Even more optimization

● Apply vs for

● Parallelism

● Use simple data structures

● Find better packages



Apply vs for
● Apply, lapply, sapply, etc.
● All for loop can be translated to an apply function.
● the R community uses apply vs for!
● Must be tested which speeds up (for big data apply is quite better).

for (i in 1:10) {
    res <- f(i);
}

for (i in 1:10) {
    for (j in 1:10) {
        res[i][j] <- f(res[i][j]);
    }
}

res <- lapply(1:10, function(i) {
    f(i);
})

res <- apply(res, c(1,2), f);

res <- vector(length=10);

res <- matrix(1:100, nrow=10, ncol=10);



Apply vs for
● be careful with the scope!
● Apply functions have own scope, for loops use parent's scope.

…
for (iter) {
    
}
...

…
apply(x, i, function(y) {
    
})
...

vals <- 1:5;
for (i in 1:length(vals)) {
    vals[i] <- vals[i]^2;
}
vals;
#  [1]   1   4   9  16  25

vals <- 1:5;
lapply(1:length(vals),
function(i) {
    vals[i] <- vals[i]^2;
})
vals;
#  [1]  1  2  3  4  5

vals <- 1:5;
vals <- lapply(1:length(vals),
function(i) {
    return(vals[i]^2);
})
unlist(vals);
#  [1]   1   4   9  16  25

Easily

paralleled!!



Parallelism
● BiocParallel.
● lapply => bplapply

library(BiocParallel);
n_workers <- 4;
if (.Platform$OS.type == "unix") {
    bp_param <- MulticoreParam(workers=n_workers);
} else if (.Platform$OS.type == "windows") {
    bp_param <- SnowParam(workers=n_workers);
}
# BatchJobsParam(workers=n_workers); # for clusters
register(bp_param);

lapply(1:n, function(x) {
    some_stuff(x);
})

bplapply(1:n, function(x) {
    some_stuff(x);
})

Diffe
rent Params have

partic
ularitie

s



Use simple data structures

● Simpler data structures that only store one type of data can be manipulated 
much faster.

● If you can represent data in a matrix instead of a data frame. Do it!



Find better packages
● Find out if you can use better code someone else has written. You can often 

speed things up by finding a faster package.

● Google “R package fast something”.

● xts and zoo packages handle time series data, much of xts is written in C and 
Fortran, so it is considerably faster.

● data.table is a package designed for speeding up data frame operations when 
working very large datasets.



Hands-on!



Some more stuff
● R can work with cloud servers as AmazonWebService (Segue2 package).
● R and GPUs? gpuR package!
● Rcpp library allows easily compiling C code within R.

library(Rcpp);
cppFunction(
'int fibonacci(const int x) {
    if (x == 0) return(0);
    if (x == 1) return(1);
    return (fibonacci(x - 1)) + fibonacci(x - 2);
}')

fibonacci(9);
# [1] 34



Exercise (Apply optimization tweaks!)
● GSEA (Gene Set Enrichment Analysis).
● (Non-parametrically) detect differentially expressed gene sets.
● Input: 

○ Data: matrix of n subjects * g genes (row names are gene ids).
○ Conditions: vector of n character labels of two conditions.
○ Gene sets: list of k gene sets, each gene set is a vector of gene ids.

● Ho: condition1 == condition2
● Given both conditions, rank the genes (get a vector of ranking).
● Given the ranking, for each gene set get a score.
● Resample conditions n_perm times, re rank and get scores.
● We have generated a null (non-parametric) distribution for each gene set.
● Get pvalues!



p=1

r(g)=S2N ratio=(µ1-µ2)/(sd1+sd2)

Exercise (Apply optimization tweaks!)


